
-  

-Followed directions with expectations and use of media (or adaptation of media) 

-Images or written reflections evident of at least accumulated total of 30 minutes of investment in 
finished product

-If applicable, image uploads are of high quality and follow the image submission guidelines (see 
below)

-Submitted via Canvas by Monday, May 11th

25

-Directions not followed and specified/adapted media not used

-Not evident of at least 30 minutes invested in creating images or written reflection

-Image uploads (if applicable) of poor quality and do not follow image submission guidelines

-Not submitted via Canvas by Monday, May 11th

0

Art Sem: Art Image Upload : 10 points
Due via Canvas by 9pm Tuesday, February 4th

NO YES
-Not properly 
cropped, has 
background 
(carpet) showing

-Shadow from 
hand/arm that is 
taking photo

-Inaccurate color

-Distorted, skewed

-Hand showing 
holding artwork

-Background wall 
showing

-Clean, cropped and well 
lit with out any shadows

-Detail image 
shows 
craftsmanship, 
use of materials

**Same principles 
apply for 3D 
media. 
Additionally, 
documenting 3d 
media on a 
neutral 
background is 
highly 
recommended**

-High resolution
-Accurate and consistent color and lighting

Upload a photo of a recent (with in the last 6 months) piece of art or design that you have created (and that embodies
the essence of the type/style of work you consistently have been making) to Canvas>Assignments>Artwork Upload. 
You may include a detail image of your artwork if desired. Be mindful of taking a quality photo (even if it’s from your 
phone), as it will influence points received. 
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- -

- - - -

-Not properly cropped, has background showing in both 
examples (carpet and wall)

-Shadow from hand/arm in left photo, hand present in 
right photo

-Inaccurate color and uneven, inconsistent lighting

-Work is skewed, distorted 

-Clean, cropped and well lit with out any shadows

-High resolution with entire image in frame

-Accurate and consistent color and lighting

Photo Taking Tips:
-Natural light works best!
-You can use basic in-phone editing to crop image
-Do not over edit, keep details such as color and 
value (the lights and darks) true to original image

For more helpful hints with documenting artwork, check out the following links:
Sketchbook Skool: How to Photograph Your Art: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKgWIzvm3Hs

Documenting Your Artwork with Your iPhone: https://www.aftrart.com/blog/documenting-artwork-iphone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKgWIzvm3Hs
https://www.aftrart.com/blog/documenting-artwork-iphone

